The Unexpected Creature
Instructions:
1.

In groups of no more than four, each person has a strip of
‘Unexpected Creature’ and a pen/pencil.

2.

Important notes!

• Each time the strip is passed around make sure the
•
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

portion/s already drawn are hidden/covered so the next
person can’t see it. No peeking!!!!!!!
Also make sure it’s clear where the previously drawn body
part is ending so the next body part is drawn connected to
it.
After drawing the head and neck in the first portion with the
bottom of the neck slightly crossing the bottom line of this
portion, each person passes their strip onto the next person.
In the next portion everyone draws the torso and arms, with the
bottom of the torso slightly crossing the line at the bottom of
this portion. Each strip is then passed on to the next person.
The third portion is for the bottom/hip area of our creature.
Everyone draws this part of the creature making sure it connects
to the torso and slightly crosses over to the next portion below.
After passing the strip around, everyone draws the legs and feet
in the fourth and last portion. Make sure the legs connect to
the bottom/hips. The creature is now complete. One more pass.
If you have four people in your group the strip with the head
that you drew will be back in your possession. Have a look at
your ‘Unexpected Creature’. Give it a name. Have a look at how
everybody else’s creature turned out.
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